get real
Are you on him? Here he comes!
You run a call sequence and then listen hard. In the distance, you hear the response. The grunt of a mature whitetail. The bugle of a big bull elk. The howl of an alpha coyote.
These animals haven’t just heard you. They’ve understood you.
You’ve called nature - and now nature is on its way.
The animal moves in. You look over your shoulder at your hunting partner and say, “Here he comes!”
This is a scene that every hunter hopes for. Every hunter dreams about being able to tell the story of when they called in the big one. The time they called their passion.
Duel Game Calls is the only game call manufacturer to feature dual chamber technology. It’s the only technology that makes sound the same natural way that animals do. Duel Calls allow the hunter to make
emotional, realistic calls - and just about anyone can do it.

TAKE IT FROM AN EXPERT
Weston Clark has more than 30 years of experience in the big game and game call industry. As a guide, outfitter, and TV personality for many years, Weston knows that the
success of any hunt depends on your gear. He faced years of frustration with game calls that didn’t always get the job done. Weston went on a search for the most reliable and
realistic sounding calls.
You may not have thought about it before. All mammals make sound by using two passages. To make their distinctive sounds, animals push air through their nostrils and their
throat. When Weston discovered dual chamber technology, he knew he was on to something. These patented and innovative chambers mimic the two passages that animals make
sound with. Don’t be fooled: this technology is more than just two holes. Duel calls use differences in the diameter of the resonating chambers. This leads to calls that sound better
and carry farther than ever before possible. It also delivers emotion in the resulting call that speaks to the animal in a way that they understand.

stop Wasting

Your Breath

All mammals make sounds the same way. Think about the way you talk. The air
comes from your lungs, across your vocal cords, and out your nose and mouth.
When you have a cold, or plug your nose, you sound different.
THIS IS THE SECRET TO DUAL CHAMBER TECHNOLOGY

Using any game call with just one chamber is like you’re calling with a cold.
Think the animals you’re calling don’t know the difference?
THINK AGAIN.

The Duel Better Call Guarantee
We’re convinced that our calls are the best sounding calls on the market. But you
don’t have to take our word. We offer the best guarantee available today. If you
don’t think your Duel Call is the most realistic sounding call on the market, we’ll
take it back. Period.

DOE NEXT DOOR

DOUBLEBACK
GRUNT TUBE
STRETCHBACK
GRUNT CALL

DEER SERIES
We all know those guys. The guys that go into the whitetail woods every year and bring out great deer.
The conditions don’t matter. The area they hunt doesn’t seem to matter. What is their secret?
The secret to success for whitetail is to bring that deer in close enough for a shot. To do that, you need
the right tools for the job. For successful whitetail hunters, their tools are the calls they use. The grunt,
the doe bleat, and the fawn bleat.
Don’t head into the woods without the power of real that dual chamber technology brings you. Duel
offers a complete lineup of deer calls that just work - no matter what the conditions are.

DOUBLEBACK GRUNT TUBE

DOE NEXT DOOR

Like most men, bucks don’t talk a lot. They
communicate with just a few different sounds. A low,
drawn out challenge will let other bucks know they’re
in for a fight. The short, staccato tending grunt tells a
doe he’s interested.

You may not realize it, but does actually make a lot
of noises, including grunts. The bleat is unmistakable.
Generally lasting a few seconds, the doe bleat makes
it clear: she’s ready to mate.

• 7 calls in 1 - from fawn to mature buck
• Exhale on one end to throw sound far, inhale on the
other for subtle, quiet calls
• Large resonating chambers for the most authentic
and deepest grunts

MICRO HEAT BLEAT CALL

• Make either estrus bleats and doe bleats with a
quick O-ring change
• Rigid mouthpiece makes it easy to hold in your lips
- keeping your hands free
• Micro design makes it easy to pack - but produces
big, emotional sounds

STRETCHBACK GRUNT CALL
For versatile calling, the StretchBack is the king call. The StretchTone tube helps create the illusion of a moving
animal. Unlike other tubes, the supple material eliminates unnatural noise in the woods.
• 7 calls in 1 - from fawn to mature buck
• StretchTone tube “throws” the sounds where you point it
• Rubberized material eliminates unnatural residual noise

Designed to stretch
and bend

RUT PACK II

RUT PACK III
RUT PACK

whitetail RUT PACKS

RUT PACK

RUT PACK II

The Stretchback Grunt and the Doe Next Door Bleat
combine to give you a deadly calling sequence. A
few bleats, followed by tending grunts, and a deep
challenge grunt. This calling sequence is irresistible to
mature bucks.
• Doe Next Door for estrus and doe bleats
• StretchBack to sound like moving deer
• Dual chamber technology for realism and emotion

The DoubleBack and the Doe Next Door Bleat combine
for hunters that like options. With several calling options,
including loud and soft grunts, the Rut Pack II is a great
combo at a great value.
• Doe Next Door for estrus and doe bleats
• DoubleBack for 7 calls in 1

WHITETAIL RUT CALL COMBO

WHITETAIL RUT CALL COMBO

RUT PACK III

WHITETAIL RUT CALL COMBO IN MOSSY OAK

The Rut Pack III features two of our best selling calls in the popular Mossy Oak Break Up Country
pattern. Grab the DoubleBack and the Doe Next Door Bleat and head to the whitetail woods with a
winning combination in your favorite pattern.
• Match your calls to your favorite camo pattern
• Doe Next Door for estrus and doe bleats
• DoubleBack for 7 calls in 1

AUTUMN THUNDER
Autumn Thunder also avaialble in
Mossy Oak Mountain Country

ROLLING THUNDER

MOUNTAIN THUNDER

ELK SERIES
You’re creeping through the aspens. You’ve heard a few mews and you’re sure the herd
is just over the next ridge. You walk light on your feet. Careful not to snap a twig. Or let
the brush rub hard against your gear. Then it happens.
The bugle. The soul piercing song of the wild.
The hair on your neck stands up. He’s big. You just know it. He’s farther
than you thought he was. You know that you have to respond. To
challenge him. To draw him in.

DO YOU TRUST YOUR CALL?

AUTUMN THUNDER

MOUNTAIN THUNDER

17” COMPACT OR 21” FULL SIZE

17” COMPACT OR 21” FULL SIZE

The standard in elk bugles, dual chamber technology
makes you sound more real. And gets you closer than
ever. Available in either a compact 17” bugle, or a larger
21” bugle.
• Different diameter resonating chambers for more 		
realistic sound
• 21” for bigger sound, 17” fits in day pack
• Adjustable single reed produces full range of calls

Robust and reliable, the Outfitter Series bugle includes
reed caps for quick changes on the fly. Dual chambers.
Three different caps. Multiply your chances for success.
• Sound like 3 different bulls with one call
• Different diameter resonating chambers for more 		
realistic sound
• 21” for bigger sound, 17” fits in day pack

STANDARD BUGLE SERIES

OUTFITTER BUGLE SERIES

Outfitter Series features
interchangeable reeds

ROLLING THUNDER STRETCHBACK BUGLE
The Rolling Thunder gives you the ability to sound like a bull on the move. Duel’s StretchBack tube stays flexible - even
when the weather isn’t. An adjustable reed system combined with the StretchBack tube gives you unlimited options.
• Sound like a bull on the move with no residual unnatural noise
• Different diameter resonating chambers for more realistic sound
Rolling Thunder and Autumn
• Compact 17” size makes it easy to pack
Thunder feature an adjustable
single layer reed

mountain mist
sunrise screamer
meadow mist

herd bull
daylight blast
morning blast
spike bull
standard
replacement reeds

rAghorn bull

MEADOW MIST

MORNING BLAST

SUNRISE SCREAMER

Premium mouth call designed for
serious elk callers. The Meadow Mist is
a single reed mouth call designed for
a comfortable fit. Put your own dual
chambers to work and make a variety
of cow calls and bull bugles.

Serious elk callers can call with confidence
when they use this premium mouth call.
The Morning Blast is a double reed mouth
call with a comfortable fit. Transform
your own dual chambers to an elk calling
machine with the Morning Blast.

Elite mouth calls with a premium fit. The
Sunrise Screamer is a triple reed mouth
call with many uses. Perfect for cow and
herd bull sounds. Use your own dual
chambers to create growls, bugles, and
chuckles.

SINGLE REED MOUTH CALL

DOUBLE REED MOUTH CALL

MOUNTAIN MIST DOME

DAYLIGHT BLAST DOME

The Mountain Mist Single Reed Dome call makes anyone
sound like a pro caller. Create nasal sounding young cow
calls to screaming, high-pitched bugles. New Duel Dome Calls
won’t let you down.

The Daylight Blast Double Reed Dome call makes anyone sound
like a pro caller. Create nasal sounding adult cow calls to older bull
bugles and screaming challenge bugles. New Duel Dome Calls keep
your attention on the hunt. Not on your call.

REPLACEMENT REEDS

REPLACEMENT REEDS

These replacement reed caps work with the Duel Outfitter
Series of elk calls. Never before has the caller been able to
change the sound of their call on the fly. Three different caps.
Three different sounds.

Different hunting situations mean you have different needs. For
our Autumn Thunder and Rolling Thunder Standard elk bugles with
adjustable reeds, Duel offers two styles of replacement reeds.

SINGLE REED DOME CALL

OUTFITTER SERIES BUGLES

REEDS

TRIPLE REED MOUTH CALL

• Raghorn Bull 3 PK (black cap)
• Spike Bull 3PK (grey cap)
• Herd Bull 3PK (red cap)

DOUBLE REED DOME CALL

STANDARD SERIES BUGLES

• Heavy latex reeds to call mature herd bulls
• Light latex reeds to call younger bulls

widowmaker 1

wapiti wailer
widowmaker 2

ELK SERIES

COW CALLS

WIDOWMAKER 1

WIDOWMAKER 2

It’s simple: elk talk. A lot. From chirps to mews, and estrus calls, successful
elk hunters know they need the right calls. Calls that help them sound like
many different animals. Duel’s WidowMaker calls live up to their name
every year.
• Easy to use call - great for beginners, robust enough for pros
• Chirps, mews, estrus calls - fool them by sounding like different animals
• FreezeFree design - blows when wet, and won’t freeze up, no matter
what the weather does

Mature elk - especially those that face hunter pressure aren’t fooled by just one call. That’s why Duel developed the
WidowMaker 2. Combined with the WidowMaker 1, the hunter
can now sound like a whole herd of elk, with just two calls.
• Easy to use call - great for beginners, robust enough for pros
• Chirps, mews, estrus calls - with a different tone than the
WidowMaker 1
• FreezeFree design - blows when wet, and won’t freeze up, no
matter what the weather does

WIDOWMAKER COMBO

WAPITI WAILER ELK CALL

Get the best of both worlds with the WidowMaker Combo Pack. Two
calls with different tones to sound like different animals. Get in their
head and bring them in close. “Here he comes!”

BITE N BLOW ELK CALL

OPEN REED ADULT COW CALL

• Includes WidowMaker 1 Adult Cow & WidowMaker 2 Young Cow calls
• Different colors for quick identification
• Patented dual chamber technology produces more realistic, 		
emotional sounds

OPEN REED YOUNG COW CALL

Mews are a critical call for any elk hunter. Cows use the mew
to communicate - to bulls, to their calf, or to locate other elk.
• Easy to master call - great for beginners, robust enough
for pros
• Realistic, nasal sound to pull him in that last few yards
• Patented dual chambers for real sounds

BRANDON SCOTT
ANTLER ICE BONE COLD TV
PUBLIC LAND, COLORADO

macho moose
dual call
mama moose call

MOOSE SERies

MACHO MOOSE DUAL CALL
2 IN 1 MOOSE CALL IN REALTREE

There’s nothing more exciting than calling in a 1,000-pound bull moose
crazed by the rut. Pretending to be pleading cow. Having a bull moose grunt
back. It makes for some of the most exciting hunting experiences to be had.
Use with or
without reed body

StretchTone Tube and Dual Chambers create the most versatile
moose horn on the market.
• Use as voice horn or use included reed body
• StretchBack Tube gives you options for emotion and resonance
• Use horn body to rake brush and limbs while hunting
• Creates grunts of a bull moose and whines, bawls of a
cow moose

MAMA MOOSE CALL
COW MOOSE ESTRUS CALL

Designed to stretch
and bend

StretchTone Tube and Dual Chamber Technology combine to
create the most realistic call.
• Easy to master call
• Create whines, bawls, and estrus calls of cow moose
• Dual Chambers to create most real sounding calls

GREG STEIL
RESPECT THE GAME
ALBERTA, CANADA

VARMINT VICTIM
RODENT DISTRESS

warriors call
dominant howler

specialist
jackrabbit howler

top dog duAL reed
howler

PREDATOR SERIES
Harvesting a super wary predator, like a coyote or a bobcat, earns you the rank
of expert hunter. Gear is critical for a successful predator hunt. None of that gear
is more important than realistic calls. Predators are at the top of the food chain
for a reason. They’re smart. You need every advantage when hunting predators.
Dual Chamber Technology is the predator hunter’s secret weapon.

SPECIALIST
JACKRABBIT HOWLER

BANSHEE BUNNY
COTTONTAIL DISTRESS

TOP DOG DUAL
REED HOWLER

OPEN REED JACKRABBIT/ DISTRESS

DOUBLE REED HOWLER

• Jackrabbit distress call
• Coyote barks, howls, and pup distress calls
• Larger, single-reed flex tube design

• Coyote howls, barks, and challenges
• Easy to master call
• Larger, double reed flex tube design

WARRIOR’S CALL
DOMINANT HOWLER

SNIPER PREDATOR PACK

DOMINANT OPEN REED COYOTE HOWELER

• Coyote barks, howls, and pup distress calls
• Larger, single reed flex tube design

It’s All RIGHT here - show’em who’s the real boss.
Dominate the tone and bring’em running with a
screaming distress call.
PREDATOR PACK INCLUDES:

• Open Reed Dominant Coyote Howler
• Open Reed Jackrabbit Distress and Howler
• Micro Rodent Distress
• Micro Cottontail Distress

DRESSED FOR COYOTE
DISTRESS

SCAVENGER
SQUEALER

VARMINT VICTIM
RODENT DISTRESS

BANSHEE BUNNY
COTTONTAIL DISTRESS

INDECENT INVITATION
COYOTE CHIrP

WRECKED RABBIT
JACKRABBIT DISTRESS

VARMINT VICTIM
RODENT DISTRESS

BANSHEE BUNNY
DISTRESS

WRECKED RABBIT
DISTRESS

• Create rodent distress calls
• Produce high-pitched bird distress calls
• Compact, micro design with big sound

• Screaming cottontail distress
• High-pitched bird distress calls
• Compact, micro design – big sound

• Screaming jackrabbit distress
• Lower pitched bird distress
• Compact, micro design with big sound

INDECENT INVITATION
COYOTE CHIRP

SCAVENGER SQUEALER

DRESSED FOR
COYOTE DISTRESS

MICRO RODENT DISTRESS

MICRO ESTRUS CHIRP

• Coyote mating call - attracts all coyotes,
not just males
• Drives coyotes crazy - even call-wise coyotes
• Compact, micro design with big sound

MICRO COTTONTAIL DISTRESS

SQUEAKER CALL

• One-handed finishing call
• Distressed prey call
• Compact design - big sound

WAILIN’ WABBIT
COMBO PACK

JACKED RABBIT
COMBO PACK

• Screaming cottontail distress
• High pitch bird distress
• Rodent distress

• Screaming jackrabbit distress call
• Low pitch bird distress calls
• Compact, micro design with big sound

MICRO COTTONTAIL COMBO

MICRO JACKRABBIT COMBO

MICRO JACKRABBIT DISTRESS

OPEN REED DISTRESS CALL

• Prey in distress call
• Classic magpie in distress
• Dual chamber pup yelps, squeaks,
screams, and squeals

graphic &
branded apparel
America has a hunting heritage. At Duel, we’re proud of that heritage. Duel is
introducing a series of graphic and branded apparel to help you show that you’re
not ashamed to be a hunter.

LIABILITY DISCLAIMER
The Outdoor Group, LLC is not liable for any personal injury, death, or property damage that may result from your use of this
product. The user of this product assumes all risks of property damage or injury to yourself and others that may arise from its
use. Use of this product binds the user to this agreement.

1325 John Street, West Henrietta, New York 14586
Phone: (877) 503-5483 | www.duelgamecalls.com

